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Improved Service Strategies for Small-City Transit

JON D. FRICKER and ROBERT M. SHANTEAU

ABSTRACT

At a time when transit operating subsidies are threatened with drastic realuc-
tions, finding the most efficient way to provicle adequate service has become

extrernely i¡nportant. Models that have recently been developed to optinize or
rationalize transít operations do not appear well suited to those sna11 transit
proper_ties that forrn the majority of transit systems and are the most vulner-
able to reduced subsidies. The Multiple-Route Transit Optinization Method
(MRTOM) model introduced in this paper finds a set of solutions to minirnize
deficits in small-city transÍt systems. In the model, the transit system is
considered a coordinated set of routes, not a series of individual routes that
must be optimized separatety. Solutions are presented as a list of the 20 best
alternatives to consider, not a single, "optinal" solution that nust be accepted
or rejected. Each sotution in the list includes integer-valueil rnanagenent vari-
ables (the number of routes and vehicles in each route) where appropriater not
continuous variables that nust be rounded off at the userrs risk. As with other
¡nodels that have comparable objectives, several sinplifying assumptions have
been made. Tests conducted to date indicate that MRTOM Provides useful ans$rers
that expand the perspective of the transit manager and the ffexibility of the
decision-naking process.

The job of nanaging a public transit authority has
never been easy. Publ-ic transit operations typically
arose from the ashes of debt-ridden private transit
firms whose ro11-ing stocks and physical plants
reflected the ravages of ileferred maintenance and
inadequate cash flow. In the days of public take-
overs, public sentiment and public funding supported
the newly estabtished transit operationsr but expec-
tations were greater than the resources that were
provided. A service region large enough to satisfy
the public and its representatives was usually not
conducive to economically viable transit oPerations.
Operating costs, especially fuel and labor, rose to
threaten transitrs self-appointed role as a public
utilíty. Instead of managing a firm, the transit
nanager was forced to concentrate on developing
grantsmanship ski11s to accumulate every availabLe
federal subsidy dollar of the $31.5 bíllion that
UMTA has distributed since FY 1965 (1). Since 1981,
the UMTA operating assistance program has been
threatened with being phased out by the Reagan
Administration. Although Congress has resisted this
proposal, the mounting federal deficit and a growing
constituency calling for user fees and focal re-
sponsibility ¡nake this threat ominous for transit
properties.

In any case, the transit manager woulcl be wise to
seek ways to reduce operating deficits. Ideall-y'
this should be done with minimal disruption to the
existing system and the region served. Àny proposed
changes must be well supported by easily understood
analyses that offer flexibility to all the actors in
the decision-naking process. A method is introduced
and demonstrated in this paper that allows a transit
¡nanager to regain the abifity to explore a range of
options that preserve a desired 1evel of service
while enhancing the financial condition of the oper-
ation. The method had its origins in a transit per-
formance evaluation nodel that has been accepted in
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the field and that has modest data reguirements.
Some of the nodel-rs distinguishing characteristics
are presenÈed in this paper' including an applica-
tion to a representative small-city transit systen.

OPTI}IIZÀTION OF TRÀNSIT SERVICE

There is a growing body of Literature devoted to
finding the best way to provide transit service. The
objective is normally to reduce oPerating costs and
deficits. The constraints are nininum levels of ser-
vice (defined in such terms as headway, walking dis-
tances, and population served) and upper limits on
fares and expenditures. The management choices
available to the operator include the nunber of.
routes, route lengths, vehicles per route, service
frequencyr and fare.

The first efforts made toward optimizing transit
service probabty involved performance evaluation
¡nodels that provided a computerized neans of pre-
dicting and evaluating the outcone of proposed tran-
sit service changes. Sing1e-route and transit cor-
r idor level de¡nand forecasting and optimization
models folIor,¡ed (¿-9). More recently, systemwide
optimization procedures have been attenpted (10'
Ch.1). The problen is conplex and each approach to a

solution to date has been based on certain sinplify-
ing assumptions. A typicaÌ simplification is that
alL routes wilt exhibi! the sarne demand characteris-
tics (!L,f¿). In fact, the solution nay specify a
certain--ãüñber of identical Ëoutes. Another practice
that is becoming con¡non is to solve the tnathematical
programming fornulation as a linear Programr which
assunes that decision variables may take on non-
integer variables Gg'13). This assunption becomes
risky in a problen in which the key variables (nurn-

ber of routes and number of vehicles per route) must
be integer-valued; the snalLer the transit system
exa¡ninedr the riskier this assunption becones. A

solution that sPecifies, for instance, 8.60 identical
routes v¡ith 2.35 vehicles Per route is not likely to
be well received by the operator of a s¡na1l transit
system. A noninteger service frequency (buses Per
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hour) is possible, but it conplicates the provision
of consistent schedules or ti¡ned transfers, especial-
ly in smaller cities.

The method described in this paper also makes
certain sinplifying assumptions, but. they are quite
distinct fro¡n those just mentioned. Because 25 of
Indianars 30 publicly supported transit properties
have peak-hour fleets of 26 vehicles or less (1,!), a
special interest is taken in snall transit systens,
vJhich are the systems that will be nost severely
threatened by reductions in operating subsidies. The
assumptions in this paper were made with respect to
the integer nature of the small transit operator's
decision variables and to the preservation of the
distinction nature of each existing route. The
do¡ninant form of transit service in sma11 systerns--
the pulse systen--is also exploited in order to de-
fine a reduced set of options to consider in the
¡nodel. This model was not designed for large systens,
but it is a more appropriate tool for managers of
^$-r I !-^--: ! ÞÌÞLçilÞ UU UùC L¡¡C¡¡ L¡¡e UUtIL¡¡¡UUUS
models that appear in the literature.

PROVIDING MORE EFFICIENT SERVICE

For a number of reasons, transit system managers are
interested in determining what the most efficient
route configurations would be if they were free of
the fare, route length, and service area requirements
or incentives irnposed by various levels of govern-
ment. The findings might inform the manager of

. Clues to revising the system to better oper-
ate within the current environrnent of regulation and
subs idies ,. Which subsidy allocation schemes to support
and oppose as they are reviewed at the state level,
and

. What form service night have to take if cur-
rent subsidy levels are drasticatly reduced.

A logical problen formulation might proceed as
follows:

1. Objective: mini¡nize systen operating deficitt
2. Requirernent: carry at l_east as many riders as

are currently carriedi
3. operational variables: fare, route length,

and frequency of service; and
4. Data: current values and historical records.

The general manager might first choose to examine
individual route corridors to deter¡nine the effects
of service changes. In each corridor, the intent
would be to find which combination of fare, route
length, and service frequency would both mini¡nize
the operating deficit and maintain current corridor
ridership levels. Initially, there would appear to
be a large number of combinations to try, but the
manager would be wise to first consider those ser-
vice frequencies that nost easily fit within the
pulse systen concept: one, two, or four buses per
hour. The corresponding route lengths can be ap-
proximated for each frequency given the average
operating speed¡ the number of vehicles per route,
the maxi¡num round-trip tine, and a specified layover
ti¡ne (see Tab1e I). Of course, other options are
possible (including noninteger frequencies), but
even the pulse system concept can lead to a large
number of combinations.

Three ways of providing a service frequency of
four buses per hour (i.e., with one, two, or four
buses) are shown in Table 1. Longer routes are pos-
sible with nore buses, but operating costs wilt also
increase. lvitI the greater ridership levels of the

TABLE I Definitions of Standard Route Options
(BxFy)
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Option

Route
No. of Length Round-Trip
Buses Frequency (mi) Time (min)

BIF4
BIF2
BZF4
BIFI
B2F2
B4F4

2
5
5

il
11

ll

4
2
4
I
2
4

10
z5
z5
55
55
55

Note: Route length and round-trip time values are âpproximations based on
an average ope¡ating speed of l2 mph, a CBD layover duration of 5 min, and
a maximum round-trip time of 55 min,

Ionger routes offset the additional expensê? A reli-
able forecast of ridership is needed to answer that
question. Once the number of buses on a route is
determined, it must be decided whether longer routes
or greater service frequency is desired. A demand
forecasting technique is again needed to compare
response to different service configurations. The
¡nanager knows what each corridorrs current operating
values are (fare, route length, and service fre-
quency), and vrhat the current ridership level is.
The manager will also typically have a good idea of
which denand elasticities will be useful in a de¡nand
forecast,ing technique.

DEVELOPING A DEMAND FUNCTTON

The responsiveness of ridership levels to changes in
fare, in-vehicl-e travel tirne (IVTT), out-of-vehicle
travel ti¡ne (OVTT), or other variables is usually
described in terms of elasticity. Because the ¡nethod
by which elasticity is incorporated into a denand
model can have a significant inpact on the nodelrs
behavior, various ¡nethods of ¡neasuring dernand re-
sponse to changes in service variables were examined
(15) and the following dernand function was adopted:

Q = K (rvrr)û (owr)B lrenn¡Y (I)

This equation is a product for¡n of the demand func-
tion. Because the usual objective is to predict the
level of ridership (O) that will result from new
values of FARE, MT, and OVTT. based on existing
values Qo, FAREoT IVTTo, OVTToT and calcu-
Iated or assurned elasticity values, Equation L is
¡nore useful when expressed as the following:

o = % (rwr/rvrro)o lowrTovrro)8
x (FARE/FARIIo) Y Q)

Eguations I and 2 ¡nake use of point elasticities,
which are different from the shrinkage ratio, arc
elasticity, and pivot point riethocls of guantifying
ridership changes in response to changes in service
variable values. point elasticities possess the
mathematical consistency, convenience, and precision
required in the iterative equilÍbrium-seeking com-
ponents of the model- (15,16).

THE MANUAL ANATYSIS CONTINUED

Even with such a mathenatically convenient and con-
sistent demand model¡ the rnanager woul_d still have
¡nuch work to do to inplement a ¡nanual corridor anal--
ysis. For each service combination in Table I, the
manager ¡nust seek a fare that generates enough reve-
nue to minimize the operating deficit and still neet
a prescribed ridership target, for exanple, the
stabus quo. The service combination that leads to
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the lowest deficit solution is the preferred strategy
in the corridor under study.

If this ¡nanual ¡nethod appears tedious' it is only
part of the story. Another di¡nension must be added
to these calculations. If patronage levels increase,
so will the ti¡ne to board and discharge passengers 'which would result in a reduction of the overall
operating speed and the route length possible to
cover during a specified round-trip tine. As the
length of the route is reduced, so is the ridership
1eveI, until a route length equilibrium is reached
for a given combination of Qo and FARE. Of courset
each time FARE is changed in ã search for a minirnun-
deficit condition, the equilibrium is disturbed and
must be reestablished.

Models are available on which to base this pro-
cess of searching for an equilibrium. One of these
nodels is the Transit Performance Evaluation Model
(TPEM), which can be nodifieil to take inputs of the
sort involved in the nanual analysis and convert
the¡n to ridership and deficit values (17). Although
TPEIq can ease the computatíonal burden associated
with a corridor analysis, the user nust stifl provide
one set of input values after another in a trial-and-
error search for a minimum-deficit soLution that
naintains existing ridership leveIs. TPEM ldas the
stepping-stone to the method introduced in the fol-
lowing section.

AN AUTOMATED ¡4ETHOD

The type of corridor analysis described earlier is
clearly awkward and tedious. Furthernore, the re-
sults of an analysis of a single corridor would be
of Ii¡nited practical value in an analysis of the
com- plete transit system. It is quite likely that
each corridor's separate equilibriun solution would
lead to a different FARE value' but route-specific
fare structures are inequitable and unacceptable. A
proper
systernwide solution v¡ith a co¡nmon fare structure
that rnaintains total system ridership and clearfy
specifÍes the best service configuration for each
individual corridor ís certainly beyond the caPabil-
ity of any nanual or intuitive procedure. A conputer-
ized Multip]e-Route Transit Optimization Method
(I4RTO¡,1) was develoPed to generaÈe systenwide solu-
tions for the transit nanager to consider (16). The
following list su¡nmarizes the major steps in l'lRTOM:

1. Read basic input for system and each route
(see input list that folfoh's this list) t

2. convert basic input into characteristics for
each route that are suitable for processing by MRTOMT

3. For each option (BxF!r, where B is bus' F is
frequencyr and x and y are their respectíve numbers)
on each route find the route length and ridership
level that correspond to the ¡nini¡nu¡n deficit at the
cur- rent average farei these are knov¡n as the
initial equilibrium solutionst

4. For each system service combinâtion, adjust
the syste¡n fare and each routeis length to ¡nininize
the deficit and achieve the target ridership level;
and

5. Output: rank systen combinations with the
lov¡est deficits; list the best 20. Rank system con-
binations that have the lowest deficits and fares
within a prescribed ranget list the best 10 (see the
output list).

The basic inputs for IVIRToM are as follows:

Required input!

. Operating cost per vehicle hour (S);

. operating cost per vehicle ¡nile ($) ¡
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. Average fare ($); and
' For each existing route: route identifier'

round-trip length (ni) r round-trip travel ti¡ne
(¡nin), nu¡nber of buses in service, frequency (buses,/
hr), stops per mile, ridership Per hourr and service
options to consider.

optional (input defaults available) :

. Average boarding or alighting tirne (sec,/pas-
senger) t

. Stopping,/starting delay (sec,/stop) ;

. Minimum and ¡naxi¡num acceptable faresi

. Elasticities (FARE, IVTT' anil owT) t
' Assumption regarding relationship betvteen

ridership level and route Length; and
. Definition of each route service option to

consider: frequency (buses/hr), round-trip tine
(¡nin), number of buses on route, and average out-of-
vehicle travel tine (nin).

ì4RToI4 provides the following output:

. Echo of input data;
' Route characteristics clerived fron input

data: vehícle speed, average OVTTr boarding and
atighting passengers per stoP' and operating deficit;

' Preliminary equilibriun solution for each
option selected on each route at current average
fare i

' Ttrenty systen combinations with the lowest
operating deficits' consisting of a specified option
(BxFy, route tength) for each routei route-by-route
esti¡nates of ridership and speed, and systen faret
ridership, and operating deficit; and

. The l0 lowest-deficit syste¡n combinations
within the prescribed range of fâres (with sane de-
tails as top 20 combinations).

APPI,ICÀTION TO AN ACTUAL SYSTEM

With a peak-perio¿l fleet of 17 buses, the Greater
Lafayette Pubtic Transportation Corporation (GLPTC)

is representative of nost transit systems in Indiana
and many snall-city transÍt systens in the United
States. GLPTC operates 13 routes on a ti¡ned transfer
basis, with a transít center in downtown Lafayette.
During the average peak hour, the ridership level is
248 and the operating deficit is about $285. The
current peak service is su¡nmarized in the second
column of Table 2. When seJ.ecting oPtions for each
route fro¡n a¡nong the seven options available, the
folLovring rules of thunb should be applied:

. If a route has a cost recovery ratio (reve-

TABLE 2 GLPTC Peak-Period Analysis

Route No.

MRTOM Lowesl
Curent Sewice Deficit
combinationa Solutionb

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
12
t3
l5

BIF2
B1F2
B1F2
B4F4
B1F2
B1F2
BIF2
BLF2
B2F4
BIFI
BIF2
B1F2
B1F2

B1F1
B1F1
B1 Fl
BIFl
BOFO
BOFO
BIFI
BOFO
BIF2
B1F1
B1F1
B1F1
BOFO

lAvg fa¡e, S0.34ó; system deficit, $2Es/hri peâk fleet, 1? buses.
oAvg fðe, g0.36?; system deficit, $ I 05.24/hr; peak fleet, 9

bùses.
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nues divided by operating cost) belov, the systen
average, include the B0F0 (discontinue route) option.

. Do not select options BxrV for which hourly
Qo > y * V in peak periods or for which hourly
Qo t y * 2V in the off-peak period, where y is
freguency and V is the ¡naxinu¡n acceptable number of
passengers to be carried on a bus. This screens out
nost of the relatively infrequent capacity-violating
cases before the solution process begins.

. Because option BlF2 is generally a weak op-
tion, try a longer route with the same (82F.2) or
mininal- (BlFl) service, íf capacity constraints will
allovr it.

. To make up for ridership lost elsewhere, es-
pecially where the B0F0 option is used. try to in-
crease service on routes with better-than-average
values of ridership, cost recovery, and deficit per
passenger.

The first t.est of MRTOM is it,s ability to repro-
duce existíng conditions. Using cost data and an
al-location forrnula provided by GLPTC, the average
peak-hour deficit was estimated to be 9285. MRTOMTS
route-by-route deficit calculations, which were de-
rived from the input data, sum to a deficit of $286
per peak hour. Because both values are estinates,
the al-nost exact match of the two cannot be taken
too seriously, but at least MRTOMTs solution process
has a sound starting point.

MRTOMTs l-owest deficit solution is shown in the
third colu¡nn of Table 2. Besides reducing the peak-
hour operating deficit by 63 percent, the solution
requires only nine peak-hour buses. Thus, possible
capital savings are also identified.

The fuII output displays the 20 distinct service
combinatíons that have the lowest deficits, from
$105.24 to SU5.41 per peak hour. In each of these
20 best solutions, four or five of the six routes
with the Ìowest current cost recovery values are
abandoned. The ridership lost on these routes is
recovered by making most surviving routes longer
andr presurnably. more circuitous. The conversion of
the BlF2 option to the BlFL option is a co¡nmon exa¡n-
p1e in Table 2 in which a 25-min route that is oper-
ated ts¡ice an hour is converted into a single 55-nin
round-trip. The 20 cornbinations provide the decision
makers v¡ith a basis for comparison to evaluate which
routes to abandon, and a financial analysis with
which to balance political arguments. For exanple,
Route 15 is aJ.ways assigned the B0F0 option in the
20 best solutions, while Routes 5, 6, and I are
sLated for abandonment (or partial coverage by ex-
panded adjacent routes) at least I7 tines each.
Routes 3 and 7 get the B0F0 option 4 and I0 times in
the top 20 solutions, respectively, but never in the
same solution. MRToMrs list of 20 solutions illus-
trates various trade-offs and inforrns the decision-
nâking processi it does not attenpÈ to replace that
process.

The list of solutions can also indicate trends
that call for more careful analysis. The conversion
of many BIF2 routes to the BIFI option is based
largely on the presumption of relatively inelastíc
peak-hour de¡nand with respect to IVTT (o = -0.35)
and OVTT (B = -0.70) (IZ). These elasticities are
often based on outdated or borrowed data. A special
survey or a single-route trial service change may be
needed to update these values before systenv¡ide ser-
vice changes are inaugurated.

Sometimes none of the 20 best systen conbinations
is totally acceptable to the decision makers. For
exanple, a policy of one-hour headways and acceptance
^g '^.,t^ i- *^-^

ridors may not be poÌitically desirable. Running
MRTOM again with a correspondingly revised set of
route service options will produce a new list of 20
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system solutions with deficits and service values
that can be compared against the original, less
politically constrained list. Both solution Iists
will be optimal within the constraints reflected in
the route options selected. MRTOM alloers a more
explicit analysis of the cost (increased subsidy) of
adding or retaining service above the basic leveI
needed to meet a specified ridership.

TESTING II4RTOM FOR FLEXIBILITY AND FEASIBILITY

Several sets of analyses were performed to test the
nodel and learn more about the pattern of solutions
it provided. Besides the deficit reductions possible
in each case studied, several interesting, logical
result,s can be observed. Some of the findings are
listed as follows (16):

1. The B0F0 strategy (discontinue route) occurs
nore often for lower systen Q6ts. This strategy
nay be poiiticaiiy infeasibie, but the presence of
alternative co¡nbinations without B0F0 strategies in
the solutions list a1lows the cost of such political
considerations to be assessed.

2. Discontinuing service on the least-patronized
routes leads to lower fares on the renaining routes.
ft is more econornical to attract more passengers on
the re¡naining routes by lowering fares than to main-
tain service on routes e¡ith low ridership tevels. Of
course, these economic considerations may be over-
ru1ed, but the list of solutions includes tnany
alternatives that can be checked against other
cr iter ia.

3. The MRTOM solutions list repeatedly demon-
strates the trade-off between better service and
lower fares. A higher service frequency is compen-
sated for in the MRTOM equilibration phase by a
higher fare.

4. The flexibility in choosing arnong alternative
service co¡nbinations is demonstrated by the fact
that drastically different solutions can appear near
each other in a list. In one list, the sixth best
conbination consisted of no service to Route 2 and
low fares (15 cents) with mininal service (BIFI) on
the remaining routes. The next best combination in
the list offered a relatively high level of service
(B4r'4/82!.2/BIF1) with an average fare of $1.76. If
neither a loss in service nor an increase in fares
is acceptable, a comprornise co¡nbination usually ap-
pears nearby. in the list.

5. The B2F4 option seldom appears in any solu-
tions list. If tr,¡o buses are to be used on a route,
the B2F2 option is a superior solution as long as
serving a longer route attracts more ner,, pãssengers
than serving a shorter route twíce as often. If a
frequency of four buses per hour is desired, the
B4F4 option likewise permits a longer route length
than the B2F4 option and, in most of our exanples,
either a higher ridership levet or a lower deficit
for a given fare, or both. In the tests conducteil,
the BlF4 option was not competitive for a system
vrith an average route ridership level greater than
25 per hour, but it consistently outperfortned the
B2F4 option until the hÍgh snall-city ridership
level of 100 per hour per route was reached.

The relative frequency of a combinationrs appearance
in a solutions list largely depends on its elasticity
values. If service elasticities (IVTT and OWT) are
more sensitive than fare elasticity, then l,lRTOM can
be expected to favor cornbinations with higher ser-
vice frequencies and sone lirnitations on route length
based on the number of buses in use. AiËer this pro-
position is tested, long-route Iow-frequency combi-
nations could be rnanually excl,uded from the input
(i.e., not requested) to reduce cornputation time.
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SI]MMARY

Recent attempts at optimizing Èhe operations of
transit systens (10rII'16) reflect both the increas-
ingly difficult financial environ¡nent of transit
systens and the trend tor^¡ard applying more sophisti-
cated analytical tool-s to systenwide (rather than
route-by-route) analysis. These tools wiLl be ¡nore
quickly accepted if they are not unrealistically
"data-hungry" and if the results are truly useful.
The objectives of the MRTOM model described in this
paper are to (a) provide a decision aid to the
small-cÍty transit rnanager' (b) take a large step
toward true optimization of transit systems' (c)
make the best use of data currently collected' and
(d) provide a variety of useful solutions to enlarge
nanagers I ilecision-naking perspective instead of
confining them to a single, "optimal" solution. In
order to acconptish those objectives, MRTOII is based
on certain sinplifying assumptions that differ from
those in other nodels. The assumptions in MRTOM ap-
pear to be reasonable in the context of snall-city
operations, based on the quality of results of a
variety of hypothetical cases and on tests run on
actual transit systems.
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